


AgendA of events At the Book fAir 
FIERA DEL LIBRO PER RAGAZZI 
itAly/ BolognA 26–29.03.2018

events will Be held At the russiAn exhiBition stAnd,  
hAll 21 (B 78)

26 MArch, MondAy

11.00 round table “extra-curricular Activities as an instrument 
of enhancing interest in learning russian language and literature”
Participants: ruslana Boychuk, olga uvarova, olga semina, svetlana koroleva,  
yekaterina sapozhnikova, yulia Maltseva, Polina kuleshova. 
Moderator Anastasia Arkhipova
12.30 the russian exposition opening ceremony
14.30 Press conference of the international Board on Books for young 
People (iBBy)
Anastasia Arkhipova, natalia steglik. The event will be held at Illustrators’ Cafe
16.30 Presentation “the idea of cultural heritage in innovative Books 
for children”
“tatar children’s Publishing house”
Participants: Marat ganiev, elena Abdullina. Moderator natalia steglik

27 MArch, tuesdAy

10.30 Presentation of the Book series “Motley square”
“egmont russia” Publishing house
Participants: lev yelin, Mikhail Morozov. Moderator: Anastasia Arkhipova
13.00 Presentation by igor oleynikov, a short list nominee 
of hans christian Andersen international Award
Participants: olga Mäeots, tatyana kosterina, ivan Aleksandrov, natalia steglik.
Moderator: Anastasia Arkhipova
14.00 Presentation of the Book series “tales About Bonka cat 
and All-All others” by olga Aprelskaya, with illustrations by igor oleynikov
“wise cricket” Publishing house
Participants: olga Aprelskaya, igor oleynikov, odile Belkeddar (france).
Moderator: Anastasia Arkhipova
16.30 Presentation of Publishing house “rosman” and of contest 
“new Book for children”
spokesperson: Boris kousnetsov, ceo of the Publishing house. 
Moderator: tatyana kosterina

28 MArch, wednesdAy

11.00 Presentation of “rech” Publishing house.
spokesperson: leonid yankovskiy, ceo of the Publishing house.
Moderator: natalia steglik
12.30 Presentation of “Art volkhonka” Publishing house
Participants: irina lebedeva, natalia solomadina, olga Mäeots, ivan Aleksandrov.
Moderator: ivan Aleksandrov
14.00 Presentation of the international contest “image of the Book”
spokesperson: Anastasia Arkhipova.
Participants: tatyana kosterina, and foreign jurors of the contest: tassies (spain),  
viive noor (estonia), roger Mello (Brasil)
15.30 round table devoted to children’s literature
spokespersons: Angela levebeva, director of Association “growing a reader”,  
Maria vedeniapina, director of the russian state children’s library, denis Beznosov
information on the preparatory activities for 2020 iBBy congress in Moscow
17.00 Presentation of “walking into history” Publishing house
spokesperson: yekaterina kashirskaya, ceo of the Publishing house, Aleksandra litvina,  
editor-in-chief, yekaterina stepanenko, executive editor. Moderator: ivan Aleksandrov

29 MArch, thursdAy

14.00 ceremony of Books donation to salaborsa ragazzi library, 
and to “school of Joy”, Bologna city

www.FAcEBOOk.cOm/RussIAnBOOksFORchILDREn/




